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Introduction



Is ination targeting appropriate for the United States? A large body of theory concludes that some form or another of ination targeting approximates optimal monetary policy well. On the other hand, there is little empirical evidence that ination targeting would improve U.S. monetary policy.1 Lots of theory but few facts — this situation leaves some policymakers skeptical about ination targeting. Indeed, many have urged to be cautious about the normative implications from misspecied models: optimal monetary policy, and by extension the proper design of an ination target, is shaped by every feature of a model. Uncertainty about parameters, about the state of the economy or even about how to communicate policy leave the policymakers with no guarantee that ination targeting will improve upon the status quo. We argue that a strong case for ination targeting can be made if there is a large degree of extrinsic ination persistence. In this case, any ination targeting regime, even if it is overly strict on ination, is preferable to full policy discretion.2 Our results do not hinge on the presence of the ination bias highlighted in Barro and Gordon (1983). Zero exibility outperforms policy discretion in stabilizing the economy; thus we can be condent that ination targeting will improve economic outcomes upon full policy discretion even if we are uncertain about the exact design of the best ination targeting regime. Most of the existing research has focused on nding simple rules that perform reasonably well across alternative models. Our result is dierent, in that it allows us to rank a whole class of rules, as given by dierent ination targeting regimes, above full policy discretion. The distinction between extrinsic and intrinsic ination persistence is important for our result. Extrinsic ination persistence arises from the underlying persistence of the exogenous shocks to the economy. Crucially, extrinsic ination persistence induces dispersion in nominal prices, which is at the core of both the real eects and the welfare costs of ination. Intrinsic persistence stems from the price-setting practices, like indexation or rule-of-thumb price-setters, and it has no rst-order eect on price dispersion. The degree of intrinsic persistence does not aect the ranking of ination targeting and policy discretion. 1



Bernanke and Woodford (2005) contains an excellent collection of papers on ination targeting, both from the normative and positive perspective. 2 We refer to an ination targeting regime as a situation in which the central bank weights ination stabilization more than society–in the words of Rogo (1985), a “conservative” central banker. Under full policy discretion the preferences of the central bank are identical to those of society. We dene fully these terms in the paper.
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We evaluate monetary policy using a simple, standard New Keynesian model as presented in Woodford (2003). In particular, we consider the monetary policy response to a cost-push shock under two scenarios: full policy discretion and strict ination targeting. In both scenarios the central bank lacks the ability to commit to future policy decisions and takes ination expectations as given. What distinguishes the two scenarios are the policymaker’s objectives. Under full policy discretion, the policymaker weighs output and ination volatility exactly as society does–we call this policymaker the “dove.” In the second scenario the policymaker is totally oblivious to output variation–an “ination nutter,” in the wording of King (1997). Say a persistent cost-push shock, puts downward pressure on the output gap for the current and future periods. Under full policy discretion, the private sector adjusts its medium-term ination expectations upwards as it correctly anticipates that the dove will allow ination to rise in order to counter the expected output decline. These independent dynamics of ination expectations amplify the initial shock. The dove’s policy response is larger but it still barely osets the negative impact of ination expectations. The more persistent the shocks are, the less output stabilization is achieved and the more and longer ination rises. For very persistent shocks it would have been better to keep ination at and let output bear all the adjustment–the ination nutter’s policy. We refer to the resulting policy response as “perverse.” We do not make the case that the ination nutter is the outcome of the optimal ination targeting design. At least since Svensson (1997) it is known, that the optimal design of ination targeting involves some exibility. Instead our result is about the robustness of dierent policies. If strict ination targeting outperforms full policy discretion, then any ination targeting regime will be preferable to full policy discretion. We venture that strong, yet intuitive robustness results like this are needed to gain broader support for ination targeting. The perverse policy phenomenon hinges on the degree of extrinsic ination persistence, as given by the persistence of the underlying shocks. Key determinants of optimal monetary policy play little or no role when shocks are persistent enough; for example, the weight on output variation in the social welfare function or the slope of the Phillips curve. The degree of persistence for which the phenomenon occurs is not very sensitive to dierent structural parameterizations. The economic argument behind this claim is simple: whenever ination is eective at stabilizing output, helping the case for policy discretion, it also generates large price dispersion, hurting the case for policy discretion.
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Our ndings are related to the literature on the stabilization bias.3 In order to implement the optimal policy response, committing to a history dependent rule is necessary, even for i.i.d. shocks. However, to the best of our knowledge, our work is the rst to point out that exibility can lead to welfare-reducing stabilization policy, thus strengthening the case for ination targeting.4 Our results are related to Rogo (1985). In contrast to Rogo (1985), the inationary bias plays no role in our analysis, and the loss of exibility improves welfare even if this loss does not change average ination. Researchers have long sought simple policy rules that perform reasonably well across alternative models. Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe (2004) and SchmittGrohe and Uribe (2005) argue that robust policies should not be very sensitive to output uctuations. Levin and Williams (2003) concludes that robust rules exist only when output deviations are important for monetary objectives. Rudebusch (2001) shows how model and parameter uncertainty can rationalize Taylor rules that have been estimated using U.S. data. The large and growing literature on robust ination targeting design includes Giannoni and Woodford (2005), Svensson and Williams (2005), Orphanides and Williams (2006), and Giannoni (2006).



2



The Perverse Policy Phenomenon



We illustrate the argument with a very simple model consisting of a loss function in output and ination deviations, a New Keynesian Phillips curve, and an exogenous process for cost-push shocks. There are two possible sources of ination persistence. The rst source is a persistent cost-push shock. This shock xw follows an autoregressive process xw = xw31 + %w >



(1)



where || ? 1 and %w is llg with zero mean.5 Following the literature, we refer to this source of ination persistence as the extrinsic one. The second source of ination persistence is due to the price-setting mechanism. The best-known case is price-indexation: a fraction of the nominal 3



Among the early work on the stabilization bias are Jonsson (1997), Svensson (1997), and Clarida et al. (1999). 4 Armenter and Bodenstein (2005) points out that terms-of-trade shocks lead to the perverse policy responses, so a commitment to a xed exchange rate can be desirable even if ination rates are low. 5 Because of the simple environment, one should interpret xw to be any shock that induces a ination-output volatility trade-o. In the presence of real rigidities, supply shocks like oil price changes would be captured as a cost-push shock. See Blanchard and Gali (2007). Published by The Berkeley Electronic Press, 2009
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prices is updated according to a backward-looking rule which corrects for past ination realizations. We specify a partial indexation rule of the form log sw (l) = log sw31 (l) +  w31 for prices sw (l) which are optimally reset at date w. This constitutes the intrinsic source of ination persistence. The ination dierential is dened as  ˜ w = w   w31 > where   [0> 1] and  w is the deviations of ination from its long run level at time t. Angeloni et al. (2006) provide an excellent discussion of the sources of ination persistence in the context of the standard New Keynesian model. Angeloni et al. (2006) list two additional sources of ination persistence: persistent deviations from rational expectations and persistent measurement errors. We do not intend to downplay the role of expectations-based persistence, but regard this issue a matter of transparency. The distinction between extrinsic and intrinsic ination persistence is crucial. Extrinsic ination persistence creates price dispersion and therefore it is a determinant of both the real output eect and the welfare costs of ination. In contrast, intrinsic ination persistence is innocuous as it does not induce price dispersion by itself. The relationship between ination and the output gap is given by a New Keynesian Phillips curve,  ˜ w = {w + Hw {˜  w+1 } + xw >



(2)



where  A 0. The cost-push shock xw introduces a trade-o between ination and output volatility. Again, only the ination dierential  ˜ w has real eects. We specify the following period social welfare loss function ˜ 2w + {2w > o ( w > {w ) = 



(3)



where {w is the output gap deviation from its long-run level, and  A 0 is the society’s weight on output versus ination volatility. Two aspects of the loss function are noteworthy. First, we consider only economies where the long run output and ination rates are optimal. In the parlance of Barro and Gordon (1983), there is no inationary bias and all welfare dierences arise from the policy response to shocks. Second, only the ination dierential  ˜ w = w w31
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has direct welfare costs. As discussed above, indexation does not induce price dispersion per se and therefore has no direct welfare costs.6 Total welfare loss at date w is given by (" ) X ¡ ¢ m Ow = Hw   ˜ 2w+m + {2w+m m=0



where 0 ?  ? 1 is the intertemporal discount rate and Hw is the expectation operator conditional on information available at date w. All that remains is a description of monetary policy. For simplicity the policy instrument is assumed to be the ination rate. More importantly, the central bank cannot commit to any plan of future policy decisions. In other words, at date w the central bank sets the ination rate  w but has no direct control over ination rates on future dates w + 1> w + 2=== The key implication of operating without commitment is that private sector ination expectations are beyond the control of the central bank. We analyze two dierent scenarios for monetary policy: full policy discretion and strict ination targeting. The scenarios dier with respect to the policymaker’s weight on the output gap in the objective function. Let } ( w > {w ; !) = ( w  w31 )2 + !{2w denote the period objective function of the policymaker where !  0. The full policy discretion scenario is characterized by the dove, who weighs the output gap exactly as society does, ! = . The strict ination targeting scenario has an ination nutter in command of the central bank, ! = 0. Each scenario features a dierent central banker operating the same central bank. In particular, both policymakers operate with the same policy instrument (ination) under lack of commitment.



2.1



Full Policy Discretion: The Dove



Monetary policy is set by a central bank that weighs output and ination variation exactly as society does. We index this scenario with a superscript sg. Private sector expectations on future ination Hw { w+1 >  w+2 > ===} are taken as given. We use a linear Markov equilibrium concept detailed in the Appendix. 6



A careful derivation of the Phillips curve and the social welfare loss function based on rst principles can be found in Woodford (2003).
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In equilibrium, private sector expectations are a linear function of the state of the economy, thus ruling out reputation-based mechanisms. In the unique linear Markov equilibrium, ination at date w is given by the solution to min  ˜ 2w + {2w  ˜ w >{w



subject to the Phillips curve (2) taking Hw {˜  w+1 } as given. This problem is isomorphic to the standard problem under policy discretion, with the ination dierential  ˜ w in place of actual ination  w . While it is easy to see that  w and  ˜ w are equivalent instruments, we have to prove that the Markov equilibrium is equivalent and, in particular, the formation of private sector expectations can be expressed in terms of the ination dierential, Hw {˜ w+1 }. This is shown in the Appendix. The rst order condition characterizing the solution to the central bank’s problem is   ˜w = 2  w+1 } + xw ) = (4) (Hw {˜  + We can view (4) as the policy decision that describes how the central bank reacts to the shock and ination expectations. Rational expectations dictate that the central bank’s future decision determines private sector ination expectations. The policy decision (4) at date w + 1, conditional on the information at date w, is  Hw {˜ (Hw {˜  w+1 } = 2  w+2 } + Hw {xw+1 }) =  + The private sector correctly anticipates that output will be o its long-run level at date w + 1, leading the central bank to let ination deviate from its long run level as well. Hence, the private sector adjusts its ination expectations to the shock forecast Hw {xw+1 }. Using the policy decision (4) at dates w + 2> w + 3> === we determine Hw {˜  w+2 }, Hw {˜  w+3 } > === and solve for Hw {˜  w+1 } ¶2 μ   Hw {xw+1 } +  w+1 } = 2 Hw {xw+2 } + === Hw {˜  + 2 +  ¶m " μ  X  = 2 Hw {xw+1+m } =  +  m=0 2 +  The expected path {Hw xw+m }" m=1 determines ination expectations at date w. As the shock follows the autoregressive process given in equation (1), Hw {xw+m } = m xw . The private sector ination expectations at date w are given by  Hw {˜ xw =  w+1 } = 2 (5)  +  (1  ) http://www.bepress.com/bejm/vol9/iss1/art35
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The m-steps ahead ination expectation satises  Hw {˜ m xw =  w+m } = 2  +  (1  ) For persistent shocks, ination expectations deviate for the medium term but remain anchored in the long run as the shock eventually fades.Furthermore, ination expectations co-move with the shock. This response of ination expectations is at the core of the dove’s failure to conduct proper stabilization policy. The policy decision (4) determines the ination response once we substitute for the ination expectations Hw {˜  w+1 },   ˜ sg xw = (6) w = 2  +  (1  ) The ination dierential is proportional to the shock and therefore inherits its statistical properties. In particular, the ination dierential is as persistent as the shock. This also conrms that the unconditional mean of ination is zero, i.e. H w = 0. Finally, we use the Phillips curve to solve for the output gap  {sg (7) xw > w =  2  +  (1  ) and the period welfare loss is given by "μ ¶2 ¶2 # μ   owsg = x2w = + (8) 2 +  (1  ) 2 +  (1  )



2.2



Strict Ination Targeting: The Ination Nutter



The second scenario features an ination nutter in charge of the central bank. The ination nutter seeks to minimize ination variation without any regard for output variation. This scenario has also been called strict or pure ination targeting in the literature. We index this scenario with the superscript lw. The central bank’s problem is trivial, as it chooses to implement zero ination at all periods, i.e. lww = 0 for all w  0. Thus, private sector ination expectations follow, Hw { w+1 } = 0. The Phillips curve (2) implies that the output gap is 1 (9) {lww =  xw =  The welfare period loss is given by 1 (10) owlw =  2 x2w =  Published by The Berkeley Electronic Press, 2009
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2.3



Welfare Comparison



Consider a cost-push shock xw A 0 which puts downward pressure on output. Under policy discretion, ination rises on impact, while it stays at under strict ination targeting  ˜ sg w =



2



 xw A 0 =  ˜ lww = +  (1  )



We have already discussed that the ination dierential under policy discretion is as persistent as the shock. The rise in ination has a stabilizing eect on output that is absent under the ination nutter. Combining (7) and (9) yields {sg 2 w ? 1= = {lww 2 +  (1  ) Thus, output gap deviations are smaller under full policy discretion. The ination nutter, by being oblivious to everything but ination, induces excessive output variation. By contrast, the dove trades o some price dispersion for a smoother output response. It would seem like the dove’s decision to do so indicates that stabilization policy under full policy discretion will be unambiguously better. But, not so fast. Note how the dynamics change as the persistence of the shock increases. For the same realization of the shock, ination rises by more and for longer under policy discretion.7 Yet, less output stabilization is achieved. This certainly does not help the case for full policy discretion! As we raise the degree of extrinsic persistence the intertemporal discount rate towards 1,  converges to 1 and the resulting dynamics are given by  xw A  ˜ lww = 0> 2 = {lww =



 ˜ sg = w {sg w



In absolute terms, the policy response is welfare reducing: ination rises yet output displays no moderation. This is what we call the perverse policy response phenomenon. Clearly, the period social welfare is strictly lower under full policy discretion than under strict ination targeting as μ ¶   2  2 sg + 1 x A xw = owlw = ow = w 2 2 2    7



Recall that the ination dierential inherits the persistence of the shock.
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By continuity there exists  ? 1 such that the ination nutter outperforms the dove. In short, for suciently persistent shocks zero exibility is preferred to full discretion. This nding holds for any magnitude or sign of the cost-push shock xw . Moreover, we have made no assumption on the values of  and : for any parametrization there is a suciently high degree of extrinsic persistence such that strict ination targeting dominates.8 We have derived this result in what seems to be the ideal scenario for policy discretion: without dierences in long run ination and in the aftermath of a shock. Instead of a sound stabilization policy, we nd the dove engineering a large, persistent, costly, and futile rise in ination. The independent response of ination expectations under policy discretion lies behind this result. As discussed above, under full policy discretion ination expectations co-move with the shock over the medium term, Hw {˜  w+1 } =



2



 xw = +  (1  )



The co-movement of ination expectations amplies the initial shock. The New Keynesian Phillips curve (2) is perceived by the central bank as an “Old” Keynesian Phillips curve when ination expectations are taken as given, w+1 } + xw >  ˜ w = {w + Hw {˜ ¶ μ  = {w + + 1 xw = 2 +  (1  ) The more persistent the shock, the larger the amplifying role of ination expectations. The policy response barely osets the negative output impact of higher ination expectations. It would have been better to keep ination at and let output bear all the adjustment–the ination nutter’s policy. At this point it is useful to compare both scenarios to the optimal policy response. We refer the interested reader to Woodford (2003) for a complete analysis of the optimal monetary policy. The optimal policy requires a commitment technology that is not available to the central bank in our framework. Hence, neither the dove nor the ination nutter can implement it. Figure 1 displays the dynamics of the ination dierential  ˜ w , actual ination w , and the output gap for the two scenarios as well as for the optimal policy response. The cost-push shock has an auto-correlation of =9 which is 8



The exact threshold does depend on the parametrization of the model, but not on the volatility of the i.i.d. component of the shocks. The reason is that the welfare loss for any policy regime is proportional to the volatility of xw . Published by The Berkeley Electronic Press, 2009
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suciently high to trigger the perverse policy response phenomenon.9 We plot the response for up to twelve quarters.
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Figure 1: Ination and Output Dynamics The solid line is strict ination targeting, the dotted line is full policy discretion, and the dashed line is the optimal policy response. See text for details.



The upper panel in Figure 1 displays the response of the ination dierential which is directly under control of the monetary authority. The responses under full policy discretion and strict ination targeting are the dotted and the solid lines, respectively. The optimal policy response is given by the dashed line. Relative to the optimal policy response, ination under full policy discretion overreacts on impact. Under the optimal policy response ination dies out quite fast. After one year it is very close to its long run level. The rationale behind the optimal policy response is to avoid the feedback from high medium term ination expectations into the output gap. In contrast, ination is quite persistent under full policy discretion. The output gap is displayed in the lower panel of Figure 1. First, the dove eectively achieves some output smoothing compared to the ination 9



The remaining parameters are  = =06,  = =99,  = =5, and  = =01.
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nutter. The comparison with the optimal monetary policy, though, illustrates the perverse eect of ination expectations. On impact output falls much less under the optimal monetary policy than under full policy discretion, although the ination response is much larger in the latter. The optimal policy calls for the output gap to deteriorate in the medium term. Overall, the dove achieves some mild output stabilization in the medium term in exchange for large, persistent ination, and sub-par output stabilization in the short term. The ination nutter, on the other hand, forgoes all the output stabilization in the short term for a at response of ination.



3



Implications For Ination Targeting Design



Full policy discretion and strict ination targeting are only two possible ination targeting regimes. As pointed out by Svensson (1997), the optimal level of exibility in an ination targeting regime does not correspond to either the ination nutter or the dove. As the ination nutter ranks above the dove moving to ination targeting is welfare-improving even if the precise optimal degree of exibility is unknown. Formally, we return to the general formulation of the policymaker’s objective function, } (˜  w > {w ; !) =  ˜ 2w + !{2w = (11) The class of ination targeting regimes we consider is given by !  [0> ]. The ination nutter, ! = 0, corresponds to zero exibility; the dove, ! = , features no ination targeting; and any intermediate values !  (0> ) corresponds to a dierent degree of exibility.10 For an arbitrary ! using (2) and (1), ination and output satisfy ! xw > + ! (1  )  xw = =  2  + ! (1  )



 ˜w = {w



2



10 ˜ to policy exibility? Most ination What does link the policymaker’s weight on output  targeting regimes feature a tolerance range. If ination moves out of this range, the central bank is held accountable. Mishkin and Westelius (2005) show how to think of the tolerance range as a penalty function on ination deviations. The tighter the range, the harsher is the central bank’s penalty for ination deviations and the lower is the relative weight on output deviations.
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The period loss function is given by "μ μ ¶2 ¶2 # !  x2w > + ow (!) = 2 2  + ! (1  )  + ! (1  )



(12)



for !  0. With the “generalized” loss function (12) we can easily compute the optimal degree of exibility W , that is, the one that minimizes the resulting equilibrium period loss. Taking rst order conditions we nd that W =  (1  ) =



(13)



The optimal degree of exibility lies somewhere between strict ination targeting and full policy discretion, 0 ? W  . The ination nutter is the optimal policymaker only for the limiting case   1; the dove only when cost-push shocks have no persistence,  = 0, or when society does not value the future,  = 0.
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Figure 2: The Optimal Degree of Flexibility in Ination Targeting Baseline parameters. http://www.bepress.com/bejm/vol9/iss1/art35
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Figure 2 plots the period welfare loss as a function of the policymaker’s weight on the output gap, !, as in (11). W indicates the optimal degree of exibility and  is the weight on ouput in the social welfare function. As o (0) ? o () the ination nutter ranks above the dove. The precise level of exibility as given in (13) is a function of all of the parameters in the economy and there is considerable uncertainty with respect to many of them. Even small deviations of the better “known” parameters can lead to very dierent optimal levels of exibility. Moreover, there may be diculties in computing the output gap and/or communicating the degree of exibility to the public. Hence there is the concern that an economy will be worse o under an incorrectly chosen/communicated ination targeting framework than under full policy discretion. However, in the event cost-push shocks are suciently persistent, our analysis shows that any ination targeting regime is better than full policy discretion–even if the targeting regime is more strict than optimal. Coming back to Figure 2, if we establish that o (0) ? o (), then o (!)  o () for all !  [0> ] and uncertainty about the optimal degree of exibility should not deter policymakers from adopting ination targeting.



4



Conclusions



We argue that there are conditions such that any ination targeting regime, even if it is overly strict on ination, is preferable to full policy discretion. A sucient condition is that the underlying shocks are persistent, i.e., there is a large degree of extrinsic ination persistence. Other determinants of the optimal monetary policy play little or no role. It is thus possible to be uncertain about the optimal ination targeting regime and yet condent that a move towards ination targeting will improve monetary policy. This is the kind of reassurance policymakers are seeking. Our argument builds upon the fact that zero exibility outperforms policy discretion in stabilizing the economy in response to a persistent shock. This theoretical point is important by itself. Rules are commonly thought of as providing gains through lower long-term ination at the cost of forgoing stabilization policy. Our result shows that this loss of stabilization policy can be an advantage of rules. Determining the sources of ination persistence should be a priority: a large degree of extrinsic persistence would make a strong case for ination targeting even if we are uncertain about many other dimensions of the economy. Unfortunately, there is no clear evidence in this direction. The overall degree Published by The Berkeley Electronic Press, 2009
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of ination persistence has been low in the U.S. for the last twenty years. This could be due to better policy or due to the absence of shocks. Moreover, aggregate ination data cannot be used to distinguish between extrinsic and ination persistence.11 Data on disaggregated prices has not been too kind to most sticky price models, but evidence seems to indicate that there is little price indexation.



A



Appendix: Linear Markov Equilibrium for the Full Policy Discretion Scenario



As mentioned in the in main text, we restrict attention to linear Markov equilibria. Thus, ination expectations are tied to the state of variables of the model. In our model with price indexation, past ination is an endogenous state variable of the economy. Thus, nding the equilibrium policy rules under full policy discretion can be quite complicated. If we reformulate the monetary authority’s problem in terms of  ˜ w =  w   w31 , and allow the policymaker to choose  ˜ w as opposed to  w , the reformulated problem has no endogenous state variables (and is isomorphic with the model without indexation, i.e.  = 0). The Phillips curve of the economy with indexation is given by  w  w31 = {w + Hw ( w+1   w ) + xw .



(14)



The monetary authority minimizes the expected discounted loss with the period loss function given by ow = ( w   w31 )2 + {2w .



(15)



We follow Svensson (1999) and Vestin (2003) by stating the problem of the monetary authority in recursive form. The monetary authority solves £ ¤ Y ( w31 > xw ) = min ( w  w31 )2 + {2w + Hw Y ( w > xw+1 ) (16) +w [ w   w31  {w  Hw ( w+1   w )  xw ] = Since we focus on linear Markov equilibria, we conjecture that ination follows:  w = e1 xw + e2  w31 = (17) Two immediate consequences are, that the value function is quadratic 11



See Christoel et al. (2007) and de Walque et al. (2006).
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1 1 Y ( w31 > xw ) = d0 + d1 xw + d2 x2w + d3 xw  w31 + d4  w31 + d5  2w31 2 2 and that under the additional assumption of rational expectations ination expectations satisfy Hw  w+1 = e1 Hw xw+1 + e2  w =



(18)



Using (16) in (18) in and taking rst order conditions, leaves us with the following set of equations (1   (e2  ))  w   w31  (1 + e1 ) xw  {w = 0> (19) 2{w  w  = 0> (20) CHw Y ( w > xw+1 ) CHw  w+1 2 ( w   w31 ) +  + w (1 + )  w  = 0> (21) C w C w and Hw Y ( w > xw+1 ) are given by where Hw CCw+1 w CHw  w+1 = e2 > C w CHw Y ( w > xw+1 ) = d3 Hw xw+1 + d4 + d5  w = C w Substituting out for {w and w , delivers a relationship between  w ,  w31 and xw : ª © 2 1 + 2 [1   (e2  )] w = © ª w31 (2 + d5 ) + 2 2 [1   (e2  )]2 ª © d3   2 2 [1   (e2  )] (1 + e1 ) ª xw  © (2 + d5 ) + 2 2 [1   (e2  )]2 d4 ª © (22) (2 + d5 ) + 2 2 [1   (e2  )]2 Furthermore, the envelope condition and our guess for the value function imply
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CHw Y ( w31 > xw ) = d3 xw + d4 + d5  w31 C w



 = 2 ( w   w31 )  2 {w  ½ ¾  = 2 1 + 2 (1   (e2  ))  w  ½ ¾  2 +2 1 + 2  w31   +2 2 (1 + e1 ) xw 



(23)



or after using (22) ½ ¾ CY ( w31 > xw )  2 = +2 1 + 2 w31 C w31  ª © ½ ¾ 2 1 + 2 [1   (e2  )]  2 1 + 2 (1   (e2  )) © ª w31  (2 + d5 ) + 2 2 [1   (e2  )]2 ½ ¾ d3   2 2 [1   (e2  )] (1 + e1 )  © ª xw +2 1 + 2 (1   (e2  ))  (2 + d5 ) + 2 2 [1   (e2  )]2  +2 2 (1 + e1 ) xw ½ ¾  d4 ª= +2 1 + 2 (1   (e2  )) ©  (2 + d5 ) + 2 2 [1   (e2  )]2 (24) Following the method of undetermined coecients, we compare the coefcients in our conjectured equilibrium rules to the coecients in the implied policy rules. Comparing the terms across the rst line in (23) and (24), d3 , d4
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and d5 have to satisfy ª © ½ ¾ 2 1 + 2 [1   (e2  )]  ª d5 = 2 1 + 2 (1   (e2  )) ©  (2 + d5 ) + 2 2 [1   (e2  )]2 ½ ¾  2 (25) +2 1 + 2 >  ª ½ ¾© d3   2 2 [1   (e2  )] (1 + e1 )  d3 = 2 1 + 2 (1   (e2  )) © ª  (2 + d5 ) + 2 2 [1   (e2  )]2  +2 2 (1 + e1 ) > (26)  ½ ¾  d4 ª= d4 = 2 1 + 2 (1   (e2  )) ©  (2 + d5 ) + 2 2 [1   (e2  )]2 (27) In addition (22) implies © 2 1 +



 2



ª [1   (e2  )]



ª> e2 = © (2 + d5 ) + 2 2 [1   (e2  )]2 ª © d3   2 2 [1   (e2  )] (1 + e1 ) ª > e1 =  © (2 + d5 ) + 2 2 [1   (e2  )]2 d4 ª= 0 = ©  (2 + d5 ) + 2 2 [1   (e2  )]2



(28) (29) (30)



An immediate conclusion from (30), is that d4 = 0. To show that the model with indexation ( 6= 0) and without indexation ( = 0) are isomorph, consider the solution guess e2 = . Then equation (25) implies d5 = 0, since for the guess e2 =  ª © ½ ¾ ½ ¾  2 + 2   2 2 2  ª + 2 1 + 2 . d5 = 2 1 + 2 ©   d5 + 2 + 2 2 d3 and e1 are determined from (26) and (29) under the assumptions d4 = d5 = 0 and e2 =  e1 d3



d3   2 2 (1 + e1 ) =  > 2 + 2 2 ª ¾© ½ d3   2 2 (1 + e1 )   © ª = 2 1+ 2  + 2 2 (1 + e1 ) >    2 1 + 2
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 w = e1 xw + e2  w31  xw +  w31 = = 2  +  (1  ) The output gap {w is then simply given by {w = 



2



 xw . +  (1  )



These are the same formulas used in the main text.
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